Scheduling plays a significant role in improving observation effectiveness of imaging satellites. Although extensive satellite scheduling algorithms have been proposed, none of them focuses on emergency scheduling in dynamic environment. In this paper, a novel dynamic emergency scheduling model of multiple imaging satellites is established. To improve user's satisfaction ratio and resource utilization, we propose a novel task dynamic merging strategy, developing an alternative task set establishment (ATSE) algorithm used for dynamic merging. Besides, a novel dynamic emergency scheduling algorithm called DM-DES is presented, which considers the dynamic merging. To demonstrate the superiority of our DM-DES, we conduct extensive experiments by simulations to compare DM-DES with an existing algorithm--RBHA as well as a baseline algorithm--DES. The experimental results indicate that DM-DES improves the scheduling quality of others and is suitable for emergency scheduling.
I. Introduction
MAGING satellites are the platforms equipped with optical sensors that orbit the earth to take photographs of special areas at the request of users. 1 Recently, taking photographs in emergency by imaging satellites has become a critical measure to get the first-hand information. 2 For example, when an earthquake occurs, the images of stricken areas can be obtained by imaging satellites. Importantly, the images are expected to be acquired within a few hours or even in dozens of minutes for timely conducting damage assessment and planning rescue policies. From this scenario, it is easy to conclude that emergency tasks are with short users' expected finish times but not strict restrictions, rather than the deadlines of real-time tasks, i.e., even though the finish time of a task is a bit later than its user's expectation, the task execution is still valuable. As the imaging of stricken areas, missing user's expected finish time may result in inferior rescue efficiency, but it is still worthy getting the satellite images.
On the other hand, there exist some uncertainties while taking photographs by imaging satellites including users' requirements, weather conditions, satellite states, and so on. 3 For example, the arrival times and count of tasks submitted by users are uncertain, which intensifies the difficulty for imaging satellite resource management in emergency. Thereby, providing a novel planning and scheduling algorithm for emergency tasks is mandatory due to the critical natures of tasks and dynamic environment.
Up to now, a great deal of scheduling algorithms of imaging satellites has been developed (see details in Related Work). Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, less work has been done with respect to dynamic emergency scheduling of multiple imaging satellites. The difficulties for this issue are three folds as follows:
1) The features of time windows, users' expected finish times, and dynamic environment have to be considered, which makes task scheduling on multiple satellites more complicated than traditional schemes.
2) Dynamic emergency scheduling has no fixed horizon (e.g. one day for daily planning, which is shown in Ref. 4) , making the scheduling of imaging satellites difficult in modeling and solving.
3) Multiple conflicting objectives need to be considered while scheduling, such as schedulability, user The aforementioned arguments present a big challenge to design and implement novel and fast dynamic scheduling algorithms for emergency tasks submitted to imaging satellites, which motives us to develop an efficient dynamic emergency scheduling strategy to solve this issue.
1) We established a multi-objective mathematic programming model to formulate the dynamic emergency scheduling problem of multiple imaging satellites.
2) Moreover, we proposed a task dynamic merging (DM) policy to enhance the satellite resource utilization.
3) With the dynamic merging in place, we designed a novel dynamic emergency scheduling (DM-DES) algorithm of multiple imaging satellites. 4 ) By extensive simulation experiments, we discovered that the DM-DES algorithm could efficiently improve the scheduling quality of conventional scheduling algorithms.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section reviews previous work in literature. Section Ⅲ formally models the dynamic emergency scheduling problem. The next two sections describe the task dynamic merging policy, as well as dynamic emergency scheduling algorithm--DM-DES. This is followed by extensive simulation experiments and performance analysis in Section Ⅵ. Finally, Section Ⅶ concludes the paper with a summary.
II. Related Work
Over the past decades, a great deal of studies have been developed on the scheduling of imaging satellites, most of which are focused on static scheme, i.e., making scheduling decisions in an off-line planning phase. Bensana et al. investigated the daily management problem of an imaging satellite SPOT-5, and formulated the problem as a Variable Valued Constraint Satisfaction Problem or as an Integer Linear Programming Problem. Besides, several exact methods like Depth First Branch and Bound or Russian Dolls search were proposed to find the optimal solution, as well as approximate methods like Greedy search or Tabu search to find a good solution. 4 Cordeau et al. described the problems selecting a subset of requests for each orbit yielding a maximum profit within constraints, i.e., satellite orbit problem (SOP), and presented a Tabu search heuristic. 5 Again, to solve the scheduling problem of imaging satellite, Lin et al. employed the Lagrange Relaxation technique to integrate with other approaches, like Tabu search or Liner search. 6, 7 In addition, Bianchessi et al. described an improved Tabu search algorithm to solve the multi-satellite, multi-orbit and multi-user scheduling. 1 Globus et al. analyzed and discussed the multi-satellite scheduling issue, and developed an evolutionary algorithm to solve the problem. Moreover, they compared the evolutionary algorithm with other existing algorithms including hill climbing (HC), simulated annealing (SA), two variants of genetic algorithm, etc. 8, 9 It should be noted that the aforementioned static scheduling methods have definite horizons. Once a scheduling decision is made, it cannot be changed, which is obviously not feasible in dynamic environment.
There also exist a few attentions directed towards the dynamic scheduling of imaging satellites. Pemberton and Greenwald discussed the dynamic scheduling problem and analyzed the contingency conditions. 3 Besides, central to max-flexibility retraction heuristic, Kramer and Smith suggested a repair-based search method for oversubscribed scheduling problem. 10 With the similar idea, Wang et al. proposed a heuristic to solve dynamic scheduling problem focused on multiple imaging satellites. 11 Unfortunately, all the above dynamic scheduling schemes only focus on tasks with no timing requirements, lacking of guarantee to emergency tasks within their expected finish times.
For task merging, only Cohen et al. considered the context of multiple targets in a single scene, viewed as a preliminary investigation of task merging. 12 In this paper, we concentrate on designing a novel task dynamic merging policy, as well as applying it in our proposed dynamic emergency scheduling algorithm of multiple imaging satellites.
III. Problem Formulation
Contrasted with static scheduling, dynamic scheduling mainly handles aperiodic tasks whose arrival times are not known a priori, which is also the most important feature of emergency tasks besides users' expected finish times. Without loss of generality, we formulate the dynamic emergency scheduling of multiple imaging satellites with a multi-objective mathematic programming model that contains five basic objects, i.e., tasks, resources, available opportunities, operational constraints and objectives.
Tasks. In this paper, we focus on dealing with targets, which can be photographed in a scene of a sensor. A set K is also a finite integer, as shown in Figure 2 , 
For facilitating understanding the dynamic emergency scheduling of imaging satellites, we define in our study four sorts of tasks: finished tasks ( FT ), executing tasks ( ET ), waiting tasks ( WT ) and new tasks ( NT ), which are illustrated in Figure 3 .
The sort of a task is determined by the timing instant R t when a scheduling event is triggered. For any
Since the non-preemptive scheme is employed in our study, the scheduling decisions for finished tasks and executing tasks cannot be changed. However, the waiting tasks and newly arrived tasks can be taken into account together for scheduling optimization. Therefore, we consider dealing with tasks in WT and NT .
Operational Constraints. Since each task is neither disjunctive nor preemptive, a task can only be allocated to one resource, and be executed once. Thereby, we have the following constraint 1 C : 
Therefore, we can get the ready time constraint formulation depicted as bellow:
In this paper, we give first priority to scheduling benefit, thus, the primary objective is to maximize the sum of priorities of accepted tasks under constraints:
Moreover, to make the scheduling stable, the perturbation of the whole tasks should be minimized. Before introducing this objective, we firstly define the perturbation in our study.
Definition 3. Perturbation Perturbation u  is the measurement of the distance between a new schedule and the initial one in the th u scheduling.
Generally, the distance results from the following three types of variances of tasks: 1) Variance of finish time within expected finish time. 2) Variance of finish time resulting in delay, i.e., dissatisfaction of expected finish time but not being rejected. 3) Rejection.
Assume there are s batches of tasks in total. Because the scheduling event is triggered by the arrival of a batch of tasks, the scheduling times is equal to s . Thus,
where  is the total perturbation in the scheduling of the whole tasks, 
1, if type variance happens on task at the th scheduling ( , )
0, otherwise
Consequently, the minimum perturbation objective is depicted as below:
Finally, we prefer more tasks can be finished within their expected finish times, thus we have the following objective:
Accordingly, the scheduling problem in our study can be formulated as a multi-objective mathematic programming problem with aforementioned constraints.
IV. Dynamic Merging
Since a scene imaged by a sensor is with a certain size, some adjacent targets in the same scene can be observed simultaneously, namely simultaneous observation, as shown in Figure 4a . 
Available resource constraint means that the resource j r must be available for the new task i t . With respect to visibility constraints, we can get:  ( ) a is the slewing angle constraint. As illustrated in Figure 4b, 
V. Emergency Scheduling Algorithm
The dynamic emergency scheduling of multiple imaging satellites is a NP-complete problem, 3 which motivates us to use heuristic approaches to allocate emergency tasks for a close-to-optimal solution. In our study, the dynamic scheduling can be viewed as task insertions from NT to the current schedule.
A. Task Insertion Conditions
Task insertion is to insert a task from NT into the waiting task set WT within the operational constraints. For fear of the complicated constraint checking, we give the straightforward task insertion conditions in this section.
A new task is usually inserted into the idle time slot between two tasks in ,
. Also, a special case is that the new task is inserted before the first task or after the last task in j T . Without loss of generality, we add two 
The available resource condition indicates that the resource j r must be available for i t . As for the time conditions:  ( ) a denotes that the beginning time of task i t must satisfy the available opportunity constraint 2 C in Section Ⅲ;  ( ) b represents that the insertion of the new task i t cannot affect the execution of the subsequent tasks.
If task i t satisfies the conditions above, it can be inserted into
To make the comparison fair, we slightly modify the RBHA in such a way that it chooses the available opportunities in - The performance metrics by which we evaluate the system performance include the following: 1) Total Task Priorities ( TTP ). This is defined as:
2) Satisfaction Ratio ( SR ). This is defined as: SR = Total amount of tasks within their expected finish times/Total amount of tasks being executed.
3) Perturbation measurement  is used to measure the scheduling stability.
A. Simulation Method and Parameters
To validate the performance improvements of DM-DES, the targets are randomly generated in the area: latitude 30~60    and longitude 0~150   . The amounts of targets are 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000 and 1200, respectively. Without loss of generality, the priorities of tasks are uniformly distributed in [1, 10] . According to extensive literatures, 3, 4, 5, 12 three sensors on different satellites are considered in this paper. The parameters of sensors are presented in Table 1 , and the orbit models of satellites are obtained from STK, where the parameters with (*) denote the designed values based on literatures.
1) The arrival rate of a batch is denoted as 
B. Performance Impact of Task Count
In this experiment, we investigate the performance impact of task count. Figure 5 shows the comparisons of DM-DES, RBHA and DES in terms of total task priorities, satisfaction ratio and perturbation measurement. Figure 5a shows that with the increase of task count, the total task priorities of all algorithms get increased. This is because in the condition of sufficient resource capacity, the amount of accepted tasks will be increased with the increment of coming task count. In addition, DM-DES shows better scheduling quality than RBHA and DES. This confirms that DM-DES benefits from task dynamic merging that reduces conflicts, thus the scheduling quality is improved. Besides, RBHA slightly outperforms DES, because RBHA considers "temporarily" retracting some allocated tasks to accept some higher priority tasks.
From Figure 5b , it is found that the satisfaction ratios of all algorithms get decreased with the task count's increasing. This result can be attributed to the fact that the intervals between arrival times and expected finish times are finite. When the task count is getting increased, more tasks cannot be accepted within their expected finish times, making the satisfaction ratios decrease. In addition, the satisfaction ratios of both DM-DES and DES are higher than that of RBHA, which proves that task retraction may result in more tasks not being accepted within their expected finish times.
Based on Figure 5c , owing to task retraction strategy, RBHA may make the schedule greatly change, even some accepted tasks be rejected in rescheduling, thus RBHA performs the highest perturbation measurement. With respect to DM-DES, perturbation can only be induced by dynamic merging; hence, the perturbation measurement of DM-DES is extremely less than that of RBHA. Besides, the perturbation measurement of DES always keeps "0", because it considers neither dynamic merging nor retraction, i.e., the allocated tasks cannot be adjusted in rescheduling. In addition, the perturbation measurements of both DM-DES and RBHA get larger with the increase of task count.
C. Performance Impact of Arrival Rate
We carry out a group of experiments in this section to observe the impact of arrival rate on all algorithms. The experimental results are depicted in Figure 6 . Figure 6a shows that with the increase of intervalTime , the total task priorities of all algorithms increase. The reason is that the arrival rate of emergency tasks becomes less with the increase of intervalTime , thus less tasks are waiting on resources, leading to tasks having less conflicts. Hence, more tasks will be accommodated. Besides, DM-DES is superior to the other algorithms in terms of schedulability as the reasons described in the previous sections.
From Figure 6b , it is found that the satisfaction ratios have no obvious variances. This confirms that both the counts of tasks accommodated within expected finish times and not increase with the increase of intervalTime , thus, the satisfaction ratios keep invariable basically. Figure 6c depicts that RBHA always has the highest perturbation measurement, and DES always keeps "0", as the explanations in Figure 5c . Moreover, the perturbation measurement of RBHA descends with the reduction of the arrival rate, which can be explained by that with less arrival rate, the system load becomes lighter, and fewer tasks will be adjusted in rescheduling. Oppositely, the perturbation measurement of DM-DES increases, which proves that less arrival rate may induce more opportunities for dynamic merging.
D. Performance Impact of Expected Finish Time
The objective of this experiment is to investigate the impact of task expected finish time on the performance of the three algorithms. Figure 7 illustrates the experimental results. The results in Figure 7a show that the total task priorities of the algorithms have no obvious change when the expected finish times become looser. This can be attributed to the fact that the total amount of accepted tasks will not change because the due dates of tasks are invariable. The increasing of expected finish times enhances the amount of tasks accommodated within their expected finish times but reduces the amount of the others. Figure 7b illustrates that the satisfaction ratios of the algorithms keep ascending trends with the increase of expected finish times. The reason is that the increase makes more tasks be accepted within their expected finish times, but the total amount of accepted tasks is invariable. Hence, the satisfaction ratios increase as the expected finish times go up. Figure 7c shows that the perturbation measurements of the algorithms have no obvious variances. Because the variances of expected finish times just affect the count of accepted tasks within their expected finish times, having no obvious influences on the other metrics.
VII. Conclusion
This paper establishes a multi-objective mathematic model to formulate the dynamic emergency scheduling problem of multiple imaging satellites. Besides, we propose a novel task dynamic merging strategy, and develop an alternative task set establishment (ATSE) algorithm used for dynamic merging. Moreover, we present a novel dynamic emergency scheduling algorithm DM-DES, which adopts dynamic merging to improve the scheduling quality in terms of schedulability, satisfaction ratio and stability. We conduct extensive experiments to compare it with its variant DES as well as RBHA. 11 The experimental results prove that the DM-DES is an excellent scheduling algorithm and is suitable for dynamic emergency scheduling of imaging satellites.
